Since the entry into force of the Lisbon Treaty, the Council is explicitly understood as a democratic actor in a decision-making system that is legitimated on the basis of a democratic rationale. While this formalisation in the Lisbon Treaty of the Council as a democratic actor is to be welcomed as an important step in a longer-standing process, it remains unclear which normative requirements result from it. This point is illustrated in this paper with reference to the principle of transparency. It discerns the role of transparency in two competing conceptions at the Council level, representing a narrow, and a broad perspective on democracy. It is argued that below a minimal threshold of transparency, Council democracy cannot function. Above this threshold, in turn, transparency is likely to make Council democracy function better.
EU DEMOCRACY AT LAST?
Since the entry into force, in December 2009, of the Lisbon Treaty, the Council must be explicitly understood as a democratic actor in a decision-making system that is legitimated on the basis of a democratic rationale. 1 2 The formalisation in the Lisbon Treaty of the principle of democracy is an important step in a longer-standing development that was set in motion in 1992, when the Maastricht Treaty was signed.
A gradual process was initiated in response to the development of a supranational decision-making system that increasingly and permanently curbs the sovereignty of EU Member States and exercises a growing power over their nationals. 3 Various measures were introduced to address concerns about the legitimacy of this development in the EU, among them European citizenship, 4 a transparency policy, 5 and more recently, measures that facilitate structural public participation. 6 The provisions on democracy laid down in the Treaty on European Union establish the principle of democratic representation as the foundation for EU decisionmaking. 7 At the same time, they also envisage a more participatory approach to 1 This working paper is partially based on work presented at the Third Global Conference on Transparency Research, HEC Paris, 24-26 October 2013. Useful feedback on earlier versions was provided by Vigjilenca Abazi, Nik de Boer, Deirdre Curtin, Chris Koedooder, Albert Meijer and Maria Weimer. The usual disclaimer applies. 2 J. Mendes, 'The democratic foundations of the Union: representative democracy and the legal challenge of Article 11 TEU', in S. Blockmans and A. Lasowski (eds) , Research Handbook EU Institutional Law (Oxford University Press, Oxford, forthcoming), p. 1. Throughout this paper, this idea will be referred to as 'Council democracy'. 3 Supra note 1, p. 1; J.H.H. Weiler, The Constitution of Europe. "Do the New Clothes Have an Emperor?" and Other Essays on European Integration (Cambridge University Press, Cambridge 1999), p. 349. Throughout this paper, the term 'decision-making' is used to refer to both the legislative and executive functions of the Council. 4 Weiler, supra note 3, p. 324 and further. 7 What has become known as the Lisbon Treaty usually refers to two co-referential treaties: the Treaty on European Union (TEU), and the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (TFEU). Hereinafter, reference to the Lisbon Treaty will be specified as the Treaty on democracy. 8 However, as representative and participatory models of democracy are underpinned by divergent forms of legitimation, it remains unclear which precise normative requirements result from these democratic principles. This absence of a rigorous conceptual grounding is problematic: when a precise understanding of EU democracy is lacking, it is difficult to establish whether the amalgam of provisions actually leads to more democracy, or are rather a rhetorical exercise. 9 In order to structure a deeper investigation into the democratic nature of EU, and particularly Council decision-making, this paper identifies a distinction between two conceptions of democracy: one narrow, and one broad. This distinction underpins much existing democratic-theoretical work in the context of the EU. Each of these two conceptions is characterised by its own theory of legitimacy, which is upheld by specific requirements particularly with regard to the degree and forms of citizen involvement. At the same time, narrow and broad democracy are not necessarily antagonistic: while the former contains the minimal requirements for democratic legitimacy, the latter may complement and enrich these requirements. At the same time, as will be detailed below, convincing arguments exist for the proposition that narrow democracy as it exists in the Council falls short in its ability to legitimate decision-making, and must be complemented by broader opportunities for citizens to be involved. This point will be illustrated with specific reference to the principle of transparency, which is habitually cast in the light of European democracy. The logic underlying this linkage is apparent enough: in a democracy, citizens, united in a community, decide their own fate, and this process of collective decision-making is not possible if ideas on both community ideals, and the way to realise them, cannot be exchanged in an open manner. 10 However, while academics and practitioners regularly sing transparency's praises, the normative argumentation of its fit with democracy in the European Union (TEU) or Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (TFEU). TEU Title II (articles 9-12), unless where this may lead to confusion (in a historical context). context of Council decision-making is fragmented at best -a situation that is exacerbated by a confounded understanding of this institution's democratic legitimacy. It is argued that while a minimal threshold of transparency is required to secure the democratic legitimacy of Council decision-making, above this threshold, transparency is likely to accommodate a welcome further strengthening of the Council's democratic functioning.
The paper sets out as follows. Section 2 identifies and discusses the democratic models present in Title II of the Treaty on European Union (provisions on democratic principles). Section 3 develops a theory of democratic legitimacy that can be used in the context of Council decision-making. In doing so, it broadly builds on the work of Scharpf. It then problematizes an understanding of democratic legitimacy by casting it in the light of narrow and broad conceptions of European democracy. In section 4, the principle of transparency is introduced to highlight the different practical effects that these democratic conceptions give rise to. Section 5 ends the paper with a number of concluding observations.
DEMOCRACY AS UNDERSTOOD BY THE EU: TITLE II ON DEMOCRATIC PRINCIPLES
The Treaty on European Union, which entered into force in December 2009, has been heralded by many observers for both strengthening and, to an important extent, formalising the nature of democratic principles in the EU. 11 To begin with the latter: the TEU has formalised the principle of democracy, as the relevant articles are now systematised and brought together under a single title, "Title II: Provisions on democratic principles". This title enumerates the provisions in a clear and structured manner, allowing for the reconstruction of an underlying democratic theory. As for the strengthening potential of Title II, the provisions address the concept of democracy with a hitherto unseen degree of ambition and detail, which is already apparent in the title which speaks of "principles" in the plural, rather than a principle of democracy in the singular. Beyond this observation on the title, a number of new provisions provide room for the argument that the TEU contains 11 A. von Bogdandy, "The European Lesson for International Democracy: The Significance of Articles 9-12 EU Treaty for International Organizations", 2012 European Journal of International Law, 23(2), 315-334 some truly innovative thinking about democratic legitimacy, as will be detailed below. But first, in order to grasp the significance of the treaty provisions, we must turn to their historical context.
Historical context
The provisions in the Lisbon Treaty build upon steps that had been previously taken by the Intergovernmental Conference (IGC), in an attempt to address democratic concerns about EU decision-making. Both the diagnosis of, and remedies against a perceived democratic deficit are of relatively recent origin. 12 Starting in 1992 when the 'permissive consensus' of European integration became widely questioned by the Danish no-vote and French near no-vote in referendums on the Maastricht Treaty, the European treaties slowly began to reflect a democracy-oriented discourse. First, in the Maastricht Treaty the Member States confirmed their adherence to the principle of democracy. This took shape in several ways: a commitment was made to take decisions as closely as possible to the citizen, a European citizenship was established, and finally, the first step was taken towards an access to documents policy. 13 Throughout the 1990s however, direct references to the principle of democracy were solely made in relation to the Member States and their democratic legitimacy. 14 This understanding of the principle of democracy soon came under fire, and it was noted that the EU applied more stringent criteria of democracy to its members than to itself.
The turn to the search for a democratic benchmark for the was accompanied by an ever-wider rejection of the sui generis theorem, which holds that the EU, being neither a traditional international organisation nor a fully-fledged state, is a governing form that defies all conventional categorisation. Hix argued in 1994 that "politics in the EC 12 Cf. Weiler supra note 3, pp. 238-9. Mendes points out that reference to the principle of democracy is somewhat counter-intuitive in the context of European integration, which was initially premised on a diplomatic, intergovernmental decision-making paradigm. Supra note 1, p. 1. 13 Respectively Maastricht Treaty, fifth recital, articles A and B/8, and Declaration 17 attached to the Treaty. An additional step that may be mentioned here is the granting of co-decision powers to European Parliament (EP) in a limited number of policy areas, which expanded in the Amsterdam Treaty. 14 Supra note 11, p. 318 is not inherently different to the practice of government in any democratic system". 15 Andersen and Burns, in turn, drew a connection between the complex and dense structures of governance developed at the European level and waning popular and parliamentary control. They observed in 1996 that in the EU, "the direct 'influence of the people' through formal representative democracy has a marginal place". 16 The conspicuous absence of a reference to democracy as one of the EU's (rather than its Member States') constitutional principles was partially repaired in the Amsterdam Treaty. Its amended treaty article F.1 now read: "The Union is founded on the principles of liberty, democracy, respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms, and the rule of law, principles which are common to the Member States". 17 
Title II in the Treaty on European Union
The "Provisions on democratic principles" contained in Title II of the TEU may be taken as the EU's formal democratic blueprint. 21 Specifically, the four articles that Title II embodies allude to two common models of democracy, one representative and the other participatory. 22 Both models approach the question of democratic legitimacy in a distinct manner. This is here briefly illustrated with reference to articles 9-12 TEU, in order to facilitate a subsequent theoretical discussion of democratic legitimacy in section 3. 23 The first democratic foundation of the EU: representative democracy Article 10(1) TEU states that " [t] he functioning of the Union shall be founded on representative democracy". Following Schumpeter, representative democracy can be defined as "that institutional arrangement for arriving at political decisions by means of a competitive struggle for the people's vote". 24 A representative model such as provided by the TEU requires limited interfaces between citizens and decisionmakers. 25 In representative democracy, the people express their opinion through the vote. However, after they have elected their representatives, the people lose a right to participate in a fully-fledged manner, until the next elections.
A number of provisions in the TEU underpin the representative ideal of democracy.
To begin with, the democratic polity is carried by a European citizenship that complements national citizenship, and which guarantees equality before the law and 20 Before the Lisbon Treaty came into force, the principle of democracy was also invoked before the Courts in relation to access to documents, notably in Sweden and Turco v Council (joined cases C-39/05P and C-52/05P), albeit on the basis of a limited theory of democracy. 21 Held, supra note 22, p. 125 the administration (article 9). Furthermore, the TEU foresees in the direct representation of European citizens through the EP, and of Member States through the Council (article 10(2)). In most cases, these two bodies act as a bi-cameral legislature akin to a federal system. Beyond the representation through these two bodies, the TEU also contains provisions on the role of national parliaments (article 12), in order to strengthen their oversight in both national and European democratic processes. 26 The people are able to hold their representatives to account in election, indirectly in their capacity of Member State citizen (elections for the national parliament which produce the national ministers that legislate in the Council) and directly as European Public debate plays a pivotal role in representative democracy, albeit in a more limited form than is conceived by deliberative theorists. The role of European political parties is understood as a channel through which "the will of citizens of the Union" is expressed. Political position-taking on different issues provides cues on the direction of policy desired by European parties (article 10(4)). 27 The other side of the representative model of will formation is formed by European/national citizens.
Citizens are expected to form their opinion on the basis of the cues provided by representatives, and are free to publicly express this opinion. Furthermore, they are able to hold their representatives to account in elections (article 10 (3) 
The second democratic foundation of the EU: participatory democracy
The second model put forward by the TEU is that of participatory democracy.
Although it is not directly referred to as such, the self-standing nature of the participatory provisions in article 11, as well as their legislative and institutional history indicate its pre-eminence and complementarity to representative democracy.
While the Commission already has been experimenting with participation for a number of years, the fact that it is now cited in Title II as a democratic provision strengthens the argument that participation has been elevated to constitutional status. 28 An exploration of article 11 TEU sheds light on the centrality of participation (underlined by its mandatory wording -"the institutions shall…"), but also on its lack of clarity. In article 11(1) TEU, the EU institutions are instructed to provide possibilities for "citizens" and "representatives associations" to participate in the institutions "by appropriate means". The purpose of such participation is further specified in articles 11(2) and 11(3) TEU, namely to maintain "an open, transparent and regular dialogue with representative associations and civil society", and "to ensure that the Union's actions are coherent and transparent". The normative content of this purpose has been criticised for providing too much leeway to an instrumental reading of participation, projecting expectations of "process efficiency and policy outputs". 29 Yet a broader reading of participation is hard to avoid. 30 It must, for example, be noted that participation is conceptualized inclusively, encompassing citizens, associations, and civil society. Moreover, article 11 TEU highlights its dialogical character, which, given its placement under Title II, must be given a democratic reading.
From a democratic perspective, participation is connected to the idea that citizens must have meaningful opportunities to contribute to the direction of decisionmaking. It is generally conceived as a complement to representative democracy, presenting a means to counter public alienation and a sense of disenfranchisement.
Particularly in the EU, ongoing public dialogue serves the purpose of strengthening 28 Supra note 6; supra note 1, p. the capacity of citizens to be involved -a capacity that is only marginally addressed by respective (European) elections. 31 In particular, participation provides the public with formal opportunities to voice their opinion on important issues, and to convince decision-makers of these opinions in order to influence the decision-making process. 32 It must be noted in this respect that a model of participatory democracy presupposed both a more deliberative perspective on decision-making, and greater engagement of citizens in its process.
The contours of democratic participation are not directly clear, and are necessarily experimental. 33 However, the TEU expounds two measures in more detail. Article 11(4) establishes the "European citizen's initiative", which allows a large and diversely composed group of citizens to invite the Commission to propose broadly supported policies. 34 The citizen's initiative has been criticised for being too restrictive and putting the threshold too high. However, it may at present be too early to discern the impact of the citizen's initiative on Commission policy-making. 35 Another participatory measure, set out in article 11(3) TEU, arranges participation rights through "broad consultations with parties concerned", organised by the Commission in the preparation of legislative proposals or other policy development.
The idea of participation through consultations builds on existing Commission practice yet requires, as has been argued, further constitutional development in order to fulfil a truly democratic function. 36 As it stands, participatory democracy serves mainly as a potential source of legitimacy, "to change the nature of the relationship between citizens and government and to develop new forms of decision-making addressing the mounting call for accountability". 37 31 Héritier, supra note 5, p. 819 32 Supra note 6, p. 18 33 Held, supra note 22, pp. 211-3 34 TEU, art. 11(4) speaks of "Not less than 1 million citizens who are nationals of a significant number of Member States". A "significant number" currently means minimally 7 (a quarter) of the Member States. 35 Relation between the two models Participatory measures do not necessarily take on democratic forms. They can result in uneven access to decision-making processes, exclusion, or 'rubber-stamping exercises'. Put more strongly, participation may undermine representation when the former 'captures' the decision-making process at the expense of the latter. This is the case, for example, when civil society organisations with dubious 'representative' foundations set the agenda and influence policy, or when certain sections of society are structurally marginalised or conversely, overrepresented in participatory procedures. 38 This criticism leaves participatory theorists vulnerable to the claim that participatory democracy is inherently incompatible with (representative) democracy. 39 From the above discussion, it indeed becomes clear that both models of democracy perceive the question of legitimacy differently. 40 At the same time, "the idea that ultimately power is vested in the people is a powerful one", and one that is shared by both models. 41 Particularly in situations where representative structures are incomplete, or enjoy only feeble social legitimacy, additional participatory measures can have added value from a democratic perspective. 42 To be sure, representative democracy and participatory democracy each provide their own answers to the question of legitimacy. However, in spite of their differences, these answers are not necessarily incompatible at all times, and in all respects. Indeed, the common understanding of participation under Title II is that it adds to the legitimacy of representative government. 43 Many theoretical models of participatory democracy presuppose such complementarity, taking a form of representation by election for granted. Furthermore, both models foresee a democratic infrastructure in which the legitimacy of government is, in some way, vested in the people's ability to participate in discussing the direction of government, and holding those who govern to account. 44 In the following section, we will take a closer look at the underpinnings of democratic legitimacy, and the role of citizens therein, at a more theoretical level.
DEMOCRACY AS UNDERSTOOD IN DEMOCRATIC THEORY: NARROW AND BROAD

FORMS OF LEGITIMACY
By setting out provisions on democratic principles, the TEU has created a democratic foundation for the EU. Title II convincingly propounds the idea that democracy is not inextricably bound to the national institutions with which we today so readily associate them. 45 At the same time the treaty articles on democracy leave many underlying presuppositions implicit. Furthermore, national constitutional principles of democracy can provide only limited guidance in a 'composite' polity that addresses both states and citizens, and which knows multiple citizenships. 46 Envisaging democracy in the context of the EU, particularly the Council, therefore requires a certain amount of inventiveness.
Following David Held, a parsimonious definition of democracy is sought in its etymological origins, which refer to 'people rule' (demos meaning people, and kratia, rule). The plethora of democratic theoretical questions concern the meaning of these two terms, and their proper relation. 47 One possible take is provided by Lincoln's influential definition of democracy as "government of the people, for the people, and by the people". 48 In this account, the people's 'rule' is vested in government, which acts as its representative. As the people and the government are necessarily two 44 (1830), discussing the limitations of state's rights and the supremacy of federal law in his "Second Speech on Foote's Resolution" in the U.S. Senate, on January 26, 1830: "It is, Sir, the people's government, made for the people, made by the people, and answerable to the people. The people of the United States have declared that this Constitution shall be the supreme law". Also Abraham Lincoln (1863), closing words of his Gettysburg Address, delivered on November 19, 1863: "We here highly resolve that these dead shall not have died in vain, that this nation, under God, shall have a new birth of freedom; and that government of the people, by the people, for the people, shall not perish from the earth." separated entities, democratic legitimacy can only be ensured through the bonds that tie the two together. 49 Lincoln's observations may serve as useful starting point for our exploration of democracy in the EU. Yet they still operate at a relatively abstract normative level. Of themselves, they does not inform us whether the provisions on democratic principles in the TEU uphold a standard that is sufficient for the EU to qualify as democratic.
For that, the idea of democracy inherent in Title II must be supported by a theory of democratic legitimacy. 50
Unpacking democratic legitimacy
Whenever a community of citizens is bound by a governing body that purports to act on its behalf, this requires legitimation. 51 As indicated above, in a democratic system, those who govern claim to do so (1) in name of the people, (2) in their common interest, and (3) with their involvement. These claims relate to what Scharpf has called 'polity', 'output' and 'input' legitimacy. 52 Such forms of legitimation can also be applied to the Council, which functions as a component of the EU's overall democratic regime. Each claim needs to be substantiated before we can consider the Council's decisions democratically compelling.
Polity legitimacy: in whose name?
In EU decision-making, polities can be discerned at two levels. At one level, Member represented by the EP, and indirectly by the Council. This duality of communities of itself has given rise to controversy. 53 At the same time, it is a legal reality, since European citizenship saw light when the Maastricht Treaty entered into force in 1993 -a reality which was further strengthened when this citizenship was explicitly coupled to a system of European representative democracy under the Lisbon Treaty. 54 In the EU, the Council participates, in an ongoing manner, in the creation and execution of European-level laws that bind both its members and their citizens.
Legally and politically speaking, the Council's legitimate underpinnings are therefore both national and European. 55 Output legitimacy: in whose interest?
The Council's decision outputs must be beneficial to those on whose behalf it acts. As the Council acts on behalf of polities at two levels, it may be said that its legitimate objective is to realise the shared interests of the citizens of the participating Member
States. These could be conceptualised as overlapping national interests or fullyfledged common European interests. 56 In practice, the dual legitimation of the Council's members makes it hard to decide on European interests by simple majority. Yet a requirement to garner wide support for decisions hinders representatives' ability to come to effective and coherent solutions. 57 Historically, this problem has been remedied through consensual decision-making in the Council, complemented by majoritarian decision-making in the EP. However, under the dual 53 For reasons of space, this paper's discussion of the so-called 'no demos' argument is limited to this paragraph. Arguments for and against the centrality of a European demos are discussed in detail in other places, e.g., D. Grimm, 'Does Europe Need a Constitution? ' (1995) 54 Articles 9-10 TEU and article 20(1) TFEU. The latter article states that "Citizenship of the Union shall be additional to and not replace national citizenship". Buijze speaks of "the theoretical collective of Europeans who together pursue the common European good". Supra note 10, pp. 118-9. 55 Curtin, supra note 50; Habermas, supra note 45. This is not to argue that a weak sense of a shared belonging, and concomitant solidarity are unproblematic, and may not undermine the EU's legitimacy, see also P. Schmitter. 'Democracy in Europe and Europe's Democratisation' (2003) 14(4) Journal of Democracy 71, pp. 79, 83. Instead, this section is expressly limited to considering the institutional design side of EU democracy, rather than its popular reception. 56 In reality, what constitutes a 'general interest' is of course not predetermined, but rather a matter of perpetual contestation. This fact further contributes to the blurring of national and European interests, both in terms of the decision to be taken, and the right procedure to arrive at this decision. 57 Bellamy, supra note 50, p. 7 dynamic of widening (from 15 Members States at the turn of the century to 28
Member States today) deepening (ongoing policy integration) in which the EU's widely diverse Member States have come to cooperate ever more closely, it becomes increasingly difficult to honour all national constituencies' (perceived) interests.
While EU decision-making has converged substantially, particular national circumstances are more resilient to change. Such circumstances are often contingent on decades of path-dependent institutional choices and are therefore likely to continue to diverge in important respects. 58 Consequently, representatives in the Council, who are under pressure to support decisions that are unpopular at home, may seek refuge in opaque decision-making at some distance from the national political community, in order to shirk. 59 It has been suggested that the pressures on output legitimacy may be overcome by straight-talking politicians who are honest about the limits of national autonomy and the benefits of collective policy-making. 60 Nonetheless, it is easy to see an interest among the Council's members to stretch the limits of opacity in the face of decision-making's diminishing returns. 61 
Input legitimacy: what involvement?
Input legitimacy hinges on citizens' ability to be involved in directing the Council's decision-making. This means that the communities of national and European citizens can provide input to those who govern concerning the ends that they to aspire to, as well as the means deemed (in)appropriate to reach those ends. 62 In a democracy, citizen audiences take in information related to political decision-making, on the basis of which they form their will. 63 Theorists diverge on the meaning of the process of will formation. Pluralists hold that the 'public will' represents the aggregation of majorities of individual preferences, while republicans emphasise the communal nature of the public will, which is 'discovered ' Both sides however share the idea that will formation must precede government in order for the latter to qualify as democratic. Without opportunities for politically consequential will formation through periodical contestation, the notion of self-rule becomes devoid of meaning. Government for, but not by the people constitutes an act of "democracy without democracy". 65
Narrow and broad perspectives on European democracy
In spite of the merits of a minimal conception of popular input (periodical elections with accompanying public debate), critical observers have argued that the EU's current representative democratic foundation is insufficient to address the question of input-legitimacy. Problems are identified in this respect in relation to both the EP and the Council. These give rise to two responses, which can be typified as a narrow, and a broad perspective on European democracy.
Shortcomings of input legitimacy: EP and Council
Current EP elections are generally recognised to fall short of democratic standards in important respects. Due to a division of seats that emerged out of a compromise struck between the Member States, a vote for the EP which is cast in Luxemburg currently has 80 times more weight than a vote cast in Germany. This is clearly in breach with the democratic principle of equality, which states that each citizen has one vote. 66 The problem of electoral inequality is generally associated with the fact that EP elections are organised along national lines: candidate lists are put together by national political parties, while the elections are organised by national governments. Understandably, this causes EP elections to be treated as "secondorder national contests" by many voters and national parties alike. As a result, they provide insufficient cues for will formation that transcends national borders and approximates European interests. 67 Follesdal and Hix, supra note 50, p. 547; D. Naurin, 'Dressed for Politics: Why increasing transparency in the European Union will not make lobbyists behave any better than they already do' (PhD Göteborg University 2004), p.169 65 Follesdal and Hix, supra note 50, p. 534; Bellamy, supra note 50, pp. 4-7; supra note 10, p. 88 66 Supra note 26, p. 178 67 Follesdal and Hix, supra note 50, p. 536 In respect of the Council, the members of national governments that govern in the Council are equally elected through national political contestation. This dual role gives the national vote (which represents a wider segment of issues that just EU policy making, some of which are experienced as rather more urgent) a fragmented character, which leads to equivocal national electoral outcomes. From a purely national perspective, which treats EU matters as 'foreign affairs', such ambiguity may be tolerable, so long as national parliaments provide sufficient oversight on its government's activity in the Council. 68 Problems however surface when processes of oversight and accountability are frustrated, a situation that many national parliaments frequently encounter. 69 When the Council is regarded as a decision-making institution at Union level, in which national and European interests cross-cut, Council democracy falls short in a further respect. Although the sum of decision-making is recognised to be larger than its respective parts, national parliaments are only able to each hold their own Council representative to account, which contributes to fragmentation and hinders democratic dialogue between Member State governments and their citizens. A lack of dialogue may lead both national polities and Member States to entrench their position, highlighting national contradictions rather than shared interests. 70 The shortcomings of input legitimacy that the EU currently experiences have led to two responses which, implicitly or explicitly, underpin the debate on EU democracy. These two responses relate to the perceived relationship between a democratic EU and the citizens it represents, and can be categorised into narrow and broad perspectives on democracy. Below, these perspectives will be described, with particular reference to their meaning in the Council context.
The narrow perspective
The narrow perspective foresees a limited formal role for citizens in the act of governing. It is associated with representative government, elective aristocracy, 71 While these positions at times contradict each other, they converge in the important respect that they conceptualise a narrow formal relation between government and citizens.
This narrow relation between government and citizens may be grounded in conservative, liberal, or libertarian philosophies of social ordering. Manin points at the model's conservative origins when he shows how representative government was historically designed in opposition to democracy. A government's capability to represent its people was foremost thought to be contingent on the personal distinction of its members in public matters. In conservative thought, the idea that government needs to reflect the underlying population in a sociological sense is absent. 72 Liberal theory, in turn, construes government as a meritocratic activity, albeit explicitly elite-based, and with limited room for broader citizen involvement. 73 The emphasis thereby lies on government for the people, rather than by the people: In modern territorial states, the self-determination of a people is mainly realised in the election of bodies of a union of rule, which exercise public authority. The bodies must be created by the majority decision of the citizens, who can periodically influence the fundamental direction of policy in respect of persons and subjects. A free public opinion and a political opposition must be able to critically observe the major elements of the decision-making process and ascribe it correctly to those responsible, i.e. usually to a government. 78 As may be observed, the German Federal Constitutional Court's perspective on democracy closely mirrors the representative model elaborated above: government and citizens are bound together through elections, in which the majority decides who will govern. For the purpose of subsequent elections, citizens should be broadly able to observe their government's decision-making, and to attribute responsibility. They are allowed to freely debate and criticise this decision-making, but no direct consequences can be attached to such debate and criticism. The Court then places this model in the context of European decision-making: …taking into account state responsibility for integration, and as long as an equal balance between the competences of the Union and the competences of the states is retained, the democracy of the European Union cannot, and need not, be shaped in analogy to that of a state. [...] It is true that the merely deliberative participation of the citizens and of their societal organizations in the political rule […] cannot replace the legitimizing connection based on elections and other votes. 79 77 See, e.g. Tauschinsky and Abazi, who argue that: "…the distance and thus independence of the EU from the citizens is particularly great, in terms of community, culture and geography as well as in terms of organisation structure. This distance creates a large measure of discretion of the EU in relation to its citizens, as it necessarily makes direct influence unfeasible.
[…] Because the EU is in many ways distant, it needs to rely on citizen trust", supra note 71, p. 11. Manin further points out that if government aimed to accurately reflect the population, it would be chosen by lot, rather than elected. Supra note 22, pp. 8-9 78 BVerfG, 2 BvE 2/08 of 30.6.2009, para 268, www.bverfg.de/entscheidungen/es20090630_ 2bve000208en.html 79 Ibid, para 272
The narrow perspective is epitomised by the Council's claim to a 'space to think', "…shielded from the public, in order to make decisions and reach agreements in an efficient way". 80 However, as the German Federal Constitutional Court makes clear, it does entail certain requirements of transparency. First, the floor criteria of the accountability mechanism must apply. From the narrow perspective, accountability is generally set apart for election time, although a "fire alarm" may very occasionally be sounded by citizens when a policy is deemed extremely unpopular. 81 While will formation mechanisms cannot be omitted, they impose no transparency requirements on the Council and its members beyond what is minimally required for the exercise of political accountability. Rather, will formation is seen as a 'negative right', highlighted by the government's duty to uphold the freedom of expression. 82 Finally, the participation mechanism is equally reduced to its minimal understanding of the right to participate in elections. 83 
The broad perspective
The broad perspective on EU democracy takes the role of citizens further. Here, relations between citizens and government are based on more expansive formal provisions for interaction. The broad perspective is associated with participatory democracy, republicanism, horizontal politics, solidarism, and self-government. 84 These positions share a common commitment to the idea of inclusive decisionmaking processes. This perspective can be described as broader, in the sense that it sets a more stringent benchmark for the role of citizens in democratic decisionmaking. Structural forms of citizen involvement are deemed an indispensable complement to the sort of conventional representation advocated in the narrow perspective.
The broad basis for government-citizen relations is grounded in a republican philosophy of social ordering that is underpinned by an emancipatory dialectical 80 perspective on government-society relations. From the viewpoint of civil emancipation, a broad historical trend can be discerned towards the inclusion of an ever-wider citizen base in government decision-making. 85 This has led to two concomitant developments. While the role of government as a custodian of the public good has lost much of its (theoretical) natural authority, citizens have become increasingly emancipated through a successful campaign for political rights. This has affected the willingness of citizens to accept the legitimacy of government decisions at face value, and to demand increasing participatory rights in decision-making processes, both of a legislative and executive nature. 86 A republican perspective capitalises on the proprietary nature of government as form of decision-making vested in the citizenry. Government that purports to decide for everybody, must allow for the involvement of everybody. Decisions should emerge in a dialogical manner in which every perspective has an equal right to be heard. 87 From the broad perspective of democracy, the dialogue emerging out of participation, beyond its potential problem-solving capacity, is first and foremost valuable in itself. 88 Emphasis is placed on the democratic legitimacy that flows out of government by the people, while government for the people comes only in the second place. People are "entitled to go their own way, even at the expense of making mistakes". 89 Broad democracy thus envisages a model in which representative politics is 'enriched' by strong formal arrangements for democratic participation. However, in the context of European integration, commentators have also provided credible arguments for their indispensability and centrality to EU democracy. As has been 85 Supra note 64, pp. 287-91. Cf. Weiler who has argued that 'democracy can be measured by the closeness, responsiveness, representativeness, and accountability of the governors to the governed', supra note 3, p. 81. 86 It must be noted here that different rationales exist for increased participation. Here, participatory rights refers to civic engagement that is meant to enhance input legitimacy, and is therefore oriented on a collectivistic perspective of decision-making. Cf. V. Bekkers argued, EU decision-making are characterised by certain structural imbalances. For example, the case has been made that they are organised in a manner that favours (de)regulatory politics and a strong primate of the (c0operating) Member State governments. 90 These two dynamics lead to an executive-decision-making and economically-oriented-policy bias, at the expense of popular sovereignty. Council decision-making is characterised by low levels of public awareness and involvement, but a high and increasingly politicised impact on that public. 91 Where institutional structures undermine the people's ability to express their will, giving them a larger role in such decision-making can render the system as a whole more democratic. 92 Citizens are provided with more information on a continuing base, in order to respond to decisions that are under way, and more generally, to enter into the public debate against -or in favour-of the Council's actions. Directly, or indirectly through civil society organisations, citizens can actively monitor information streams, enter into public debate, and interact with their representatives. 93 This constrains the representatives' "backstage" space, including the efficiency and room for manoeuvre this brings. 94 Yet from a democratic perspective, such constraint is generally desirable, as it brings citizens a greater sense of control over, and involvement in democratic decision-making processes. 95 As may be expected, the broad perspective imposes larger requirements on Council democracy. Accountability mechanisms, while formally limited to electoral moment, place greater emphasis on ex durante decision-making information that allows for more direct and engaged oversight. In terms of participation, opportunities for consultation in Council deliberations would require relatively detailed ex ante and ex durante information on legislative dossiers and on procedures for participation at both the national and Council level, and finally provide ex post feedback on input utilisation at Council level.
WHAT STANDARDS? THE CASE OF COUNCIL TRANSPARENCY
In the previous section, I dissected the idea of democratic legitimacy with relation to the EU, particularly the Council. This exercise built upon the realisation that since the Lisbon Treaty, the EU recognises two complementary forms of legitimation: these are representative and participatory democracy. It was argued that these can be understood within two dominant approaches to democratic decision-making, which were described as the narrow and broad perspective on democracy.
The present section is dedicated to demonstrating the differential normative implications of a choice for either perspective. This is done with reference to the principle of transparency in the Council, and its expected role within a democratic framework, by way of a case. For the purpose of this paper, transparency is understood as that Council information which the public requires in order to be able to monitor the processes and performance of this body. 96 These requirements may act as a benchmark against which Council transparency is normatively evaluated. It will be argued that below a certain threshold of transparency, Council democracy cannot function even in a narrow understanding. In order to live up to the ideal of broad democracy in turn, transparency provisions would have to go beyond that threshold to meet additional criteria.
The fact that a normative linkage between transparency and democracy has since long been taken for granted in the EU context is aptly exemplified by Declaration 17, The Conference considers that transparency of the decision-making process strengthens the democratic nature of the institutions and the public's confidence in the administration. […] . 97 The linkage has been reaffirmed on various occasions by the circle of Member States, in the Council and elsewhere. 98 Its underlying logic is easy to see: in a democracy, citizens, united in a community, decide their own fate, and this process of collective decision-making is not possible if ideas on both community ideals, and the way to realise them, cannot be exchanged in an open manner. 99 However, the precise role of transparency vis-à-vis democracy is not a straight-forward matter, and depends on the perspective one adopts. 100 Moreover, transparency of itself cannot be expected to fulfil any supportive role in these mechanisms; it requires publicity to become operative. The Council can make available all the information that it wants, yet without publicity, this act is rendered virtually futile. Only when "almost everybody knows […] , and almost everybody knows that everybody knows", can we speak of information flows that are truly public. 101 While the Council is largely dependent on receptive audiences to generate publicity, its ideal nevertheless sets certain floor conditions for the principle of transparency.
Irrespective of whether one assumes a narrow or a broad perspective on democracy, transparency audiences expect to have easy access to relevant information that is clear and meaningful. 102 The latter implies that information should be understandably presented both in content and form. 103 Once the requirements for 
How does transparency support Council democracy?
In relation to democratic processes, transparency can be seen to support the democratic processes of opinion formation, accountability, and participation. In each instance, transparency serves as a prerequisite without which these processes cannot operate.
Transparency is necessary for citizens to form their opinion on politicians and the decisions that they make. The underlying premise is that in democratic societies, citizens need to be able to inform themselves to participate competently. In the context of Council decision-making, this suggests that minimal information is available regarding ideas on the goals that the EU should pursue and how to attain these goals, as well as critical perspectives on the quality of Council representatives. 104 This allows Council representatives to present their political vision, while citizens are able to form their opinion out of the available political information and perspectives on that information. 105 The act of opinion formation assumes that a sufficient degree of Council information is available. Moreover, the available information, and representatives' perspectives on it, must be trusted to present a veracious and relatively accurate representation of the political situation.
Transparency is furthermore required to provide the information on the basis of which citizens can hold their representatives in the Council accountable. Following the definition of accountability coined by Bovens, 106 transparency can be understood as a subcomponent of accountability, which as such provides an indispensable condition without which the latter cannot function. Transparency serves, as it were, as the 'vehicle' that allows politicians to render account. 107 This entails that clarity exists concerning the purpose of accountability: a clear framework needs to be in place that determines to whom it is that politicians need explain and justify their actions (parliaments or citizens), and what aspects of their actions it is that they need to account for (broad policy considerations or specific decisions).
Finally, transparency is indispensable for citizens to be able participate in the democratic process. The term participation is generally interpreted as "the possibility for non-institutional actors to take part in decision-making". 108 Conceptual work in the field of open government points at the important role of transparency as a precondition for participation. 109 Where transparency provides outsiders with information (or "vision"), participation grants opportunities for interaction ("voice"). 110 Participation stands in a largely unresolved relation to democracy, in that it means all sorts of things to all sorts of people. 111 This also has consequences for the expected standard of transparency in its relation to participation. After all, if the form of participation expected of citizens is that they elect representatives every four years, this clearly presupposes a different (and lesser) degree of transparency than if formal procedures envisage participation on a more regular basis. Notwithstanding these differences in conception, all forms of participation can be said to require a transparency base that is sufficiently inclusive, provided in a timely manner, and offering sufficient feedback on the way in which participation was utilised.
From the above exposition on the functioning of Council transparency, a fragmented picture emerges. What becomes clear before all, is that transparency takes many shapes, and fulfils various (potentially overlapping) functions. At the same time, it is equally apparent that transparency cannot be expected to play an unconditionally supportive role for democracy. In order for that to be case, processes of opinion formation, accountability and participation need to be embedded in a clear perspective on democracy. This perspective may take on a narrow, or a broad form.
A question of standards
The role of transparency as a component of Council democracy is thus a question of standards. A narrow conception of democracy focusses on the transparency that is needed for (national) elections and (national) parliamentary oversight. A broad conception of democracy, instead, presupposes further-going, and continuous, transparency streams that empower citizens in their participatory role.
Transparency in the narrow perspective of democracy
A narrow perspective on Council democracy capitalises on the legitimacy that the Council derives from continuous elections at the national level. The role of transparency from this perspective is therefore one that stands directly in support of the electoral role of citizens.
In terms of opinion formation, information streams are predominantly directed towards national audiences, and only a minimal amount of coordination of those national audiences is required for legitimation. Council representatives are expected to provide political narratives that cast European decision-making in the light of national interests. At the same time, no hard and fast threshold exists, since freedom of opinion is broadly understood as a negative right (the right to speak one's mind freely rather than an entitlement to know politicians' honest opinion). Public opinion is foremost thought of as an instrument for (electoral) accountability, and as such it is conceptualised as an aggregate of individual opinions, which leads to the requirement that representatives need the majority support of the national electorate.
As may be expected, the narrow perspective lays a strong emphasis on electoral accountability, which entails that central information must be available at least ex 
Transparency in the broad perspective of democracy
A broad perspective on Council democracy capitalises on the legitimacy that the Council decision-making derives from its interaction with citizens. Accordingly, forms of transparency are expected that are structural and comprehensive.
Broad democracy assumes a republican perspective on opinion formation, according to which the public good is 'discovered' through a process of deliberation. The central subjects of will formation in the Council context (pooled objectives, pooled policies, pooled representation) have overt European echoes, which must be addressed. 112 National deliberative processes of will formation on European decision-making clearly feed into one another. A degree of integration of audiences is therefore necessary to facilitate the interaction between deliberative audiences, and thereby, to improve the coherence of opinion formation. 113 From the broad perspective, opinion formation is in principle part of a constant process, and information cues on important matters are therefore expected ex durante. As has been stressed, particularly in matters where the legitimacy of decision-making is not selfevident, the community requires "mechanisms to encourage leaders to consult the ruled regularly and accord them equal concern and respect" [emphasis added]. 114 In terms of accountability, the broad perspective emphasises the role of informal processes that emerge from interaction. This is achieved through what Rossanvallon has described as the "institutionalisation of distrust". 115 Transparency plays an important role in a critical "counterdemocracy": it allows multiple informal actors to 112 This process is essential to a democracy as it allows the citizens to judge "the propriety and effectiveness of the conduct of the government", 117 and to participate in counterdemocratic pressure when it deems this necessary. Informal measures of accountability therefore engender comprehensive ex durante information streams.
The broad perspective looks upon citizen participation in a more holistic manner than mere electoral participation which, it points out, does not constitute 'interaction' in the common understanding of the term. Instead, decision legitimacy is sought beyond representation, in the possibility of citizens to be directly involved. In decision-making settings where representative democratic structures "stand on somewhat shaky normative grounds", such as the Council of the EU, participation can act as a compensatory form of legitimation. 118 When processes of citizen input become formalised, such as may be the case with the provisions in article 11 of the TEU, the required level of transparency changes drastically. 119 In order for citizens to be able to participate meaningfully, its procedure must be at the centre of democratic decision-making. This entails that transparency of the participatory process and important aspects of the policy at hand are sufficient to guarantee broad inclusiveness, and that the impact of such participation is made visible in a certain amount of detail. 
CONCLUDING OBSERVATIONS
Since the entry into force, in December 2009, of the Lisbon Treaty, the Council must be explicitly understood as a democratic actor in a decision-making system that is legitimated on the basis of a democratic rationale. A list of explicit "provisions on democratic principles" are now enshrined in four articles of the TEU. These provisions established both representative democracy and participatory democracy as complementary foundations of EU democracy. Might we conclude that we have EU democracy at last? Four years after the Lisbon Treaty entered into force, the precise implications of the EU's new democratic grounding are still a matter of debate. 120 The critique of the democratic provisions in the TEU focusses on two aspects. The TEU's principle of representative democracy is criticised for being insufficient; its principle of participatory democracy, for being inconclusive. This paper has examined the provisions in the TEU, and their grounding in democratic theory, with the purport of exploring how these provisions may be understood from the perspective of legitimacy. From this exploration, two dominant perspectives emerged: a narrow, and a broad conception of Council democracy.
These may be conceptualised as ideal types along a spectrum of democratic perspectives, with a number of important differences in the way that they understand democratic legitimacy. While a narrow perspective of democracy focusses on the legitimacy representatives derive from elections, a broad perspective of democracy highlights the legitimacy that is derived from structural interaction between citizens and representatives.
As this paper has attempted to show, the different approaches embodied in narrow and broad perspectives on democracy have a real impact on the way that democracy in the EU is organised. This becomes clear with reference to the case of Council transparency. Conceptualising the function and requirements of information streams that underpin a legitimate relation between citizens and Council representatives, the appropriate form of transparency alters significantly as the perspective shifts from narrow to broad. Incidentally, it may be observed that in the Council context, such differing transparency requirements coincide with (conflicting) perspectives on the Council as respectively an intergovernmental pooled decision-making forum, and a regular federal legislative chamber.
The ambiguous -from a democratic perspective-nature of the Council is frequently noted by observers. It has been described as a decision-making forum occupying a place "between diplomacy, technocracy and democracy" in a regional union that "is less than a state but more than a regime". 121 At the same time, even when democratic standards used in the nation state do not fit the EU model, that clearly does not justify overlooking democratic standards completely, or replanting them in a half-121 A. Verhoeven, 'Democratic Life in the European Union, According to its Constitution', in D. Curtin and R.A. Wessel (eds) 104, p. 688 hearted manner. The provisions on democratic principles in the TEU, both representative and participatory, are a step towards remedying the legitimacy gap of EU decision-making. Whether they will be given a narrow or broad reading, with all the concomitant consequences remains, for the moment, an entirely open-ended question.
